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Dear Dr , P, R,ij4^rl^al4,

As you may be aware, spoken Tutorial project, sponsored by MHRD,

GoI, " and being implemented by IIT Bombay, has been under
implementation in Kerala since }OLL, with an objective to inculcate

ITlSoftware skills through offline/online to the students in various

Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics. The Spoken Tutorial Kerala

Program Team is working from Mumbai with dedicated and committed
teachers, and staff on the ground here, thus making efforts for IT
empowerment of stakeholders all around. Government of India, through
the MHRD-led National Mission on Education through Information and

communication Technology[NMEICT], is funding this initiative"

Till date, the Spoken Tutorial project has trained over 33 lakh

learners on various Open Source Softwares across India of which llakh are

from Kerala. Kerala has been a pioneer in adopting Open Source Software
platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board.
The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master
not just Linux but several more Open Source Softwares. These efforts are

resulting in large savings for government bodies and institutes. Further,

using technology to train students is the need of the hour, especially since



faculty shortages are

accepted by DePartment

seen everywhere. The project has also been

of Higher Education, Kerala.

However, lot of work is to be done to ensure that all the college

students in the state learn IT Skills so as to improve their exam

performance, obtain certificates and thus enhance their own emptoyability"

Moreover, spreading of e-governance initiatives of various State

Departments also needs trained professionals at all levels, and the Spoken

Tutorial IT training program can eminently fulfill this need'

In the circumstances, I urge your personal intervention to establish

suitabre mechanisms within university departments and affiliated colleges,

leading to initiation of appropriate steps to make the youth of Kerala

second to none in IT competence. I also trust that the help, guidance and

commitment of Mr. Swapnil More and Ms" Sanchita Samant of Spoken

Tutorial, IIT Bombay, would be of great value to successfully implement

this project.
I

t"ri h^ hul^hdE'
Yours sincerelY,

A \-q
Justice (Retd) P' Sattraiiffin -

'; ! ,.,! ! 's

Dr. P. Rajendran,
Vice Chancellor,
Kerala Agricultural UniversitY,
Vellanikkara,
Thrissur * 680 656.
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Dear Dr,, Mo hn*^rvd Busher.n ,

As you may be aware, spoken Tutorial project, sponsored by MHRD,
GoI, " and oeing implemented by IIT Bombay, has been under
implementation in Kerala since ZOLL, with an objective to inculcate
ITlSoftware skills through offline/online to the students in various
Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics" The Spoken Tutorial Kerala
Program Team is working from Mumbai with dedicated and committed
teachers, and staff on the ground here, thus making efforts for IT
empowerment of stakeholders all around, Government of India, through
the MHRD-led National Mission on Education through Information and
communication TechnologyINMEICT], is funding this initiative.

Till date, the Spoken Tutorial project has trained over 33 lakh
learners on various Open Source Softwares across India of which llakh are
from Kerala' Kerala has been a pioneer in adopting Open Source Software
platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board"
The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master
not just Linux but several more Open Source Softwares. These efforts are
resulting in large savings for government bodies and institutes. Further,
using technology to train students is the need of the hour, especially since



However, lot of work is

students in the state learn

faculty shortages are seen everywhere. The project has also been

accepted by Department of Higher Education, Kerala"

be done to ensure that all the college

Skills so as to improve their exam
performance, obtain certificates and thus enhance their own employability.
Moreover, spreading of e-governance initiatives of various State
Departments also needs trained professionals at all levels, and the Spoken

Tutorial IT training program can eminently furfiil this need.

In the circumstances, I urge your personal intervention to establish

suitable mechanisms within university departments and affiliated colleges,

leading to initiation of appropriate steps to make the youth of Kerala

second to none in IT competence. I also trust that the help, guidance and

commitment of Mr. Swapnil More and Ms. Sanchita Samant of Spoken

Tutorial, IIT Bombay, would be of great value to successfully implement
this project.

Wltt^ hrgon)r,

Yours sincerely,

-R "\--?
Justice (Retd) P, SathaiiV6Th-

Dr. Mohammad Basheer,
Vice Chancellor,
University of Calicut,
Calicut University * P.O",
Malappuram * 673 635,

to

IT
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\ Dear )r. J"Le-tlw",

Asyoumaybeaware,spokenTutorialProject,SponsoredbyMHRD,

Gol,.andbeingimplementedbyllTBombay'hasbeenunder
implementation in Kerala since 2011, with an objective to inculcate

IT/Softwareskitlsthroughoffline/ontinetothestudentsinvarious
Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics' The Spoken Tutorial Kerala

ProgramTeamisworkingfromMumbaiwithdedicatedandcommitted
teachers,andstaffonthegroundhere,thusmakingeffortsforiT
empowermentofstakeholdersallaround.Governmentoflndia,through
the MHRD-ted National Mission on Education through Information and

CommunicationTechnologyiNMEICT],isfundingthisinitiative"

Tilldate,theSpokenTutorialprojecthastrainedover33lakh
learners on various open source Softwares across India of which l-lakh are

fromKerala.KeralahasbeenapioneerinadoptingopenSourceSoftware
platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board'

The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master

not just Linux but several more open source softwares' These efforts are

resutting in large savings for government bodies and institutes' Further'

using technology to train students is the need of the hour' especially since

I



faculty shortages are Seen everywhere" The project has also been

accepted by Department of Higher Education, Kerala.

However, lot of work is to be done to ensure that all the college

students in the state learn IT Skills so as to improve their exam

performance, obtain certificates and thus enhance their own employability.

Moreover, spreading of e-governance initiatives of various State

Departments also needs trained professionals at all levels, and the Spoken

Tutorial IT training program can eminently fulfill this need.

In the circumstances, I urge your personal intervention to establish

suitable mechanisms within university departments and affiliated colleges,

leading to initiation of appropriate steps to make the youth of Kerala

second to none in IT competence. I also trust that the help, guidance and

commitment of Mr. Swapnil More and Ms. Sanchita Samant of Spoken

Tutorial, IIT Bombay, would be of great value to successfully implement

this project.

{^rlh^ 9.4fr^h)5,

Yours sincerely,

-e \9*
lustice (Retd) P. Sathasivam

L.rJ..

Dr. J. Letha,
Vice Chancellor,
Cochin University
Kochi -22"

of Science & Technology,
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Dear Dy, A" Ra,,w*rr,,nAaan,

As you may be aware, Spoken Tutorial Project, sponsored by MHRD,

GoI, . and being implemented by IIT Bombay, has been under

implementation in Kerala since 201t, with an objective to inculcate

ITlSoftware skills through offline/online to the students in various

Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics" The Spoken Tutorial Kerala

Program Team is working from Mumbai with dedicated and committed

teachers, and staff on the ground here, thus making efforts for IT
empowerment of stakeholders all around" Government of India, through

the MHRD-led National Mission on Education through information and

Communication TechnologyINMEICT], is funding this initiative"

Till date, the Spoken Tutorial project has trained over 33 lakh

learners on various Open Source Softwares across India of which llakh are

from Kerala. Kerala has been a pioneer in adopting Open Source Software

platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board.

The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master

not just Linux but several more Open Source Softwares. These efforts are

resulting in large savings for government bodies and institutes. Further,

using technology to train students is the need of the hour, especially since

€Fiinr Elrd.



faculty shortages are seen everywhere. The project has also been

accepted by Department of Higher Education, Kerala.

However, lot of work is to be done to ensure that all the college

students in the state learn IT Skills so as to improve their exam

performance, obtain certificates and thus enhance their own employability.

Moreover, spreading of e-governance initiatives of various State

Departments also needs trained professionals at all levels, and the Spoken

Tutorial IT training program can eminently fulfill this need.

In the circumstances, I urge your personal intervention to establish

suitable mechanisms within university departments and affiliated colleges,

leading to initiation of appropriate steps to make the youth of Kerala

second to none in IT competence. I also trust that the help, guidance and

commitment of Mr. Swapnil More and Ms. Sanchita Samant of Spoken

Tutorial, IIT Bombay, would be of great value to successfully implement

this project.

I

w;tu lrtt6ahts,
Yours sincerely,g"*-L

(Retd) P. Sathasivamlustice

r 4i,ii

Dr" A. Ramachandran,
Vice Chancellor,
Kerala University of Fisheries and Ocean Studies,
Panangad,
Kochi - 682 506"
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Dear Dr. 6^t. |abat*'io'n ,

As you may be aware, Spoken Tutorial Project, sponsored by MHRD,

GoI, . and being implemented by IIT Bombay, has been under

implementation in Kerala since 20LL, with an objective to inculcate

ITlSoftware skills through offline/online to the students in various

Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics" The Spoken Tutorial Kerala

Program Team is working from Mumbai with dedicated and committed

teachers, and staff on the ground here, thus making efforts for IT
empowerment of stakeholders all around" Government of India, through

the MHRD-led National Mission on Education through Information and

Communication Technology[NMEICT], is funding this Initiative.

Till date, the Spoken Tutorial project has trained over 33 lakh

learners on various Open Source Softwares across India of which llakh are

from Kerala. Kerala has been a pioneer in adopting Open Source Software

platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board.

The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master

not just Linux but several more Open Source Softwares" These efforts are

resulting in Iarge savings for government bodies and institutes. Further,

using technology to train students is the need of the hour, especially since

___-L__:



faculty shortages are seen everywhere. The project has also been

accepted by Department of Higher Education, Kerala.

However, lot of work is to be done to ensure that all the college

students in the state learn IT Skills so as to improve their exam

performance, obtain certificates and thus enhance their own employability'

Moreover, spreading of e-governance initiatives of various State

Departments also needs trained professionals at all levels, and the Spoken

Tutorial IT training program can eminently fulfill this need.

In the circumstances, I urge your personal intervention to establish

suitable mechanisms within university departments and affiliated colleges,

leading to initiation of appropriate steps to make the youth of Kerala

second to none in IT competence" I also trust that the help, guidance and

commitment of Mr. Swapnil More and Ms. Sanchita Samant of Spoken

Tutorial, IIT Bombay, would be of great value to successfully implement

this project.

Yours sincerely,

.q"oL
Justice

ii

(Retd) P" Sathasivam

Dr. Babu Sebastian,
Vice Chancellor (i/c),
Kannur University,
Civil Station Kannur Post,
Kannur * 670 002.
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Dear D, , M, C'D i lupkurrna* 
,,

As you may be aware, Spoken Tutorial Project, sponsored by MHRD,

GoI, . and being implemented by IIT Bombay, has been under

implementation in Kerala since 2011, with an objective to inculcate

ITlSoftware skills through offline/online to the students in various

Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics, The Spoken Tutorial Kerala

Program Team is working from Mumbai with dedicated and committed

teachers, and staff on the ground here, thus making efforts for iT
empowerment of stakeholders all around" Government of India, through

the MHRD-led National Mission on Education through Information and

Communication TechnologyINMEICT], is funding this initiative.

Till date, the Spoken Tutorial project has trained over 33 lakh

learners on various Open Source Softwares across India of which l"lakh are

from Kerala" Kerala has been a pioneer in adopting Open Source Software

platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board.

The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master

not just Linux but several more Open Source Softwares. These efforts are

resulting in large savings for government bodies and institutes, Further,

using technology to train students is the need of the hour, especially since



faculty shortages are seen everywhere. The project has also been

accepted by Department of Higher Education, Kerala,

However, lot of work is to be done to ensure that all the college

students in the state learn IT Skills so as to improve their exam

performance, obtain certificates and thus enhance their own employability,

Moreover, spreading of e-governance initiatives of various State

Departments also needs trained professionals at all levels, and the Spoken

Tutorial IT training program can eminently fulfill this need"

In the circumstances, I urge your personal intervention to establish

suitable mechanisms within university departments and affiliated colleges,

leading to initiation of appropriate steps to make the youth of Kerala

second to none in IT competence. I also trust that the help, guidance and

commitment of Mr. Swapnil More and Ms" Sanchita Samant of Spoken

Tutorial, IIT Bombay, would be of great value to successfully implement

this project.

Dr. M" C. Dileepkumar,
Vice Chancellor (i/c),
Kerala Kalamandalam Deemed University
Vallathol Nagar,
Cheruthuruthy * P.O.,
Thirssur - 679 531.

Yours sincerelY,
.t--)

Jj.trY-
Justice (Retd) P. Sathasivam

,,1,.i 

i t

for Arts and Culture,
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Dear Dn. tt{.K.c. nl^^ft

As you may be aware, Spoken Tutorial Project, sponsored by MHRD,

GoI, "and being implemented by IIT Bombay, has been under

implementation in Kerala since z}lt, with an objective to inculcate

IT/Software skills through offline/online to the students in various

Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics. The Spoken Tutorial Kerala

Program Team is working from Mumbai with dedicated and committed

teachers, and staff on the ground here, thus making efforts for IT
empowerment of stakeholders all around" Government of India, through

the MHRD-led National Mission on.Education through Information and

Communication Technology[NMEICT], is funding this initiative.

Till date, the Spoken Tutorial project has trained over 33 lakh

learners on various Open Source Softwares across India of which llakh are

from Kerala. Kerala has been a pioneer in adopting Open Source Software

platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board.

The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master

not just Linux but several more Open Source Softwares. These efforts are

resulting in large savings for government bodies and institutes. Further,

using technology to train students is the need of the hour, especially since



faculty shortages are

accepted by Department

seen everywhere. The project has also been

of Higher Education, Kerala.

However, lot of work is to be done to ensure that all the college
students in the state learn IT Skills so as to improve their exam
performance, obtain certificates and thus enhance their own employability.
Moreover, spreading of e-governance initiatives of various state
Departments also needs trained professionals at all levels, and the Spoken
Tutorial IT training program can eminently fulfill this need.

In the circumstances, I urge your personal intervention to establish
suitable mechanisms within university departments and affiliated colleges,
leading to initiation of appropriate steps to make the youth of Kerala
second to none in IT competence. I also trust that the help, guidance and
commitment of Mr. Swapnil More and Ms" Sanchita Samant of Spoken
Tutorial, IIT Bombay, would be of great value to successfully implement
this project.

\^ri h^ han*ls,

a
Justice (Retd)

Yours sincerely,{L-
P" Sathasivam

1.1

Dr, M.K.C. Nair,
Vice Chancellor,
Kerala University of Health Sciences,
Medical College - p.O.,
Thrissur * 680 596"
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Dear Pr"cF. P. k R4Jh-Kr.s[nrwr,

As you may be aware, spoken Tutoriar project, sponsored by MHRD,

GoI, " and being implemented by IIT Bombay, has been under
implementation in Kerala since 2OLL, with an objective to inculcate
ITlSoftware skills through offline/online to the students in various
Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics. The Spoken Tutorial Kerala
Program Team is working from Mumbai with dedicated and committed
teachers, and staff on the ground here, thus making efforts for IT
empowerment of stakeholders all around. Government of India, through
the MHRD-led National Mission on Education through Information and

communication TechnologyINMEICT], is funding this initiative"

Till date, the Spoken Tutorial project has trained over 33 lakh
learners on various Open Source Softwares across India of which llakh are
from Kerala. Kerala has been a pioneer in adopting Open Source Software
platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board.
The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master
not just Linux but several more Open Source Softwares. These efforts are
resulting in large savings for government bodies and institutes, Further,
using technology to train students is the need of the hour, especially since



faculty shortages are seen everywhere. The project has also been

accepted by Department of Higher Education, Kerala.

However, lot of work is to be done to ensure that all the college
students in the state learn IT Skills so as to improve their exam
performance, obtain certificates and thus enhance their own employability"
Moreover, spreading of e-governance initiatives of various State
Departments also needs trained professionals at all levels, and the Spoken
Tutorial IT training program can eminently fulfill this need.

In the circumstances, I urge your personal intervention to establish
suitable mechanisms within university departments and affiliated colleges,
leading to initlation of appropriate steps to make the youth of Kerala
second to none in IT competence. I also trust that the help, guidance and
commitment of Mr" Swapnil More and Ms. Sanchita Samant of Spoken
Tutorial, IIT Bombay, would be of great value to successfully implement
this project.

t,':i[h tue1,.:Js,

Yours sincerely,

E\&
Justice (Retd) P" Sathasivam

Prof. P.K. Radhakrishnan,
Vice Chancellor,
University of Kerala,
Thiruvananthapuram.
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Dear .gAd Arrr,"l X ' ,

As you may be aware, Spoken Tutorial Project, sponsored by MHRD,

GoI, " and being implemented by IIT Bombay, has been under

implementation in Kerala since 2011, with an objective to inculcate

ITlSoftware skills through offline/online to the students in various

Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics, The Spoken Tutorial Kerala

Program Team is working from Mumbai with dedicated and committed

teachers, and staff on the ground here, thus making efforts for IT
empowerment of stakeholders all around" Government of India, through

the MHRD-led National Mission on Education through Information and

communication Technology[NMEICT], is funding this initiative.

Till date, the Spoken Tutorial project has trained over 33 lakh

learners on various Open Source Softwares across India of which llakh are

from Kerala. Kerala has been a pioneer in adopting Open Source Software
platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board,

The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master

not just Linux but several more Open Source Softwares. These efforts are

resulting in large savings for government bodies and institutes, Further,

using technology to train students is the need of the hour, especially since



/

However, lot of work is to be done to ensure that all the college

students in the state learn IT Skills so as to improve their exam

performance, obtain certificates and thus enhance their own employability"

Moreover, spreading of e-governance initiatives of various state

Departments also needs trained professionals at atl levels, and the Spoken

Tutorial IT training program can eminently fulfill this need'

In the circumstances, I urge your personal intervention to establish

suitable mechanisms within university departments and affiliated colleges,

leading to initiation of appropriate steps to make the youth of Kerala

second to none in IT competence. I also trust that the help, guidance and

commitment of Mr. swapnil More and Ms. Sanchita samant of spoken

Tutorial, IIT Bombay, would be of great value to successfully implement

this project.

Yours sincerelY,

faculty shortages are

accepted by DePartment

Shri Anil .X, IAS,
Vice Chancellor (ilc),
Kerala Veterinary and Animal
Pookode,
Lakkidi - P.O.,
Wayanad * 673 576.

seen everywhere, The project has also been

of Higher Education, Kerala'

a ^L-lustice (Retd) P" Sathasivam

Sciences UniversitY,
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Dear Da. $^hq *e*tutiart

GoI, . and being

implementation in

As you rnay be aware, Spoken Tutorial Project, sponsored by MHRD,

implemented by IIT Bombay, has been under

Kerala since 20LL, with an objective to inculcate

ITlSoftware skills through offline/online to the students in various

Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics" The Spoken Tutorial Kerala

Program Team is working from Mumbai with dedicated and committed

teachers, and staff on the ground here, thus making efforts for IT
empowerment of stakeholders all around" Government of India, through

the MHRD-led National Mission on Education through Information and

communication Technology[NMEICT], is funding this initiative,

Till date, the Spoken Tutorial project has trained over 33 lakh

learners on various Open Source Softwares across India of which llakh are

from Kerala. Kerala has been a pioneer in adopting Open Source Software
platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board.

The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master

not just Linux but several more Open Source Softwares. These efforts are

resulting in large savings for government bodies and institutes. Further,

using technology to train students is the need of the hour, especially since



faculty shortages are seen everywhere. The project has also been

accepted by Department of Higher Education, Kerala,

However, lot of work is to be done to ensure that all the college

students in the state learn IT Skills so as to improve their exam
performance, obtain certificates and thus enhance their own employability.

Moreover, spreading of e-governance initiatives of various State

Departments also needs trained professionals at all levels, and the Spoken

Tutorial IT training program can eminenily fulfill this need.

In the circumstances, I urge your personal intervention.to establish

suitable mechanisms within university departments and affiliated colleges,

leading to initiation of appropriate steps to make the youth of Kerala

second to none in IT competence. I also trust that the help, guidance and

commitment of Mr. Swapnil More and Ms. Sanchita Samant of Spoken

Tutorial, IIT Bombay, would be of great value to successfully implement

this project.

t^J;tt^ n"4ux)r,

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Babu Sebastian,
Vice Chancellor,
N(, Gn. .Ur,ti voUnl,4

?.4, saAqrrsir'r-i Hittg
KoU.taXaanr-

Q-, -g
Justice (Retd) P. Sathasivam
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Dear A,w; k, Sa3.akL,wltt

As you may be aware, spoken Tutorial Project, sponsored by MHRD,

GoI, . and being implemented by IIT Bombay, has been under

implementation in Kerala since 2CItt, with an objective to inculcate

ITlSoftware skills through offline/online to the students in various

Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics. The Spoken Tutorial Kerala

Program Team is working from Mumbai with dedicated and committed

teachers, and staff on the ground here, thus making efforts for IT

empowerment of stakeholders all around" Government of India, through

the MHRD-led National Mission on Education through Information and

Communication TechnologyINMEICT], is funding this initiative'

Till date, the Spoken Tutorial project has trained over 33 lakh

learners on various Open Source Softwares across India of which llakh are

from Kerala. Kerala has been a pioneer in adopting Open Source Software

platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board"

The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master

not just Linux but several more Open Source Softwares" These efforts are

resulting in large savings for government bodies and institutes. Further,

using technology to train students is the need of the hour, especially since



/

faculty shortages are

accepted bY DePartment

seen everywhere, The project has also been

of Higher Education, Kerala'

However, lot of work .is to be done to ensure that all the college

students in the state learn IT skills so as to improve their exam

performance, obtain certificates and thus enhance their own employability'

Moreover, spreading of e-governance initiatives of various state

Departments also needs trained professionals at all levels, and the spoken

Tutorial IT training program can eminently fulfill this need'

Inthecircumstances,Iurgeyourpersonalinterventiontoestablish

suitable mechanisms within university departments and affiliated colleges'

leading to initiation of appropriate steps to make the youth of Kerala

second to none in IT competence. I also trust that the help' guidance and

commitment of Mr" Swapnil More and Ms' Sanchita Samant of Spoken

Tutorial, IIT Bombay, would be of great value to successfully implement

this project. 
r

ldil'l^ 1'o4a*as'
Yours sincerelY,

&,\A--
Justice (Retd) P' Sathasivam

t,

Shri K" JaYakumar,
Vice Chancellor,
Thunchathezhuthachan Malayalam University,
Vakkad,
Tirur,
Malappuram - 676 502.
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Dear Dr.M.C'Dilzo-pfu,

As you may be aware, Spoken Tutorial project, sponsored by MHRD,

GoI, . and being implemented by IIT Bombay, has been under
implementation in Kerala since 2OLL, with an objective to inculcate
ITlSoftware skills through offline/online to the students in various

Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics. The Spoken Tutorial Kerala

Program Team is working from Mumbai with dedicated and committed
teachers, and staff on the ground here, thus making efforts for IT
empowerment of stakeholders all around. Government of India, through
the MHRD-led National Mission on Education through Information and

communication TechnologyINMEICT], is funding this initiative.

Till date, the Spoken Tutorial project has trained over 33 lakh

learners on various Open Source Softwares across India of which llakh are

from Kerala. Kerala has been a pioneer in adopting Open Source Software
platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board"
The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master
not just Linux but several more Open Source Softwares. These efforts are
resulting in large savings for government bodies and institutes" Further,
using technology to train students is the need of the hour, especially since
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Dear Dr, M. C,Dilz pku.rv\a.*1,

As you may be aware, spoken Tutorial project, sponsored by MHRD,

GoI, . and being implemented by IIT Bombay, has been under
implementation in Kerala since 2011, with an objective to inculcate
ITlSoftware skills through offline/online to the students in various
Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics. The Spoken Tutorial Kerala

Program Team is working from Mumbai with dedicated and committed
teachers, and staff on the ground here, thus making efforts for IT
empowerment of stakeholders all around. Government of India, through
the MHRD-led National Mission on Education through Information and

communication Technology[NMEICT], is funding this initiative"

Till date, the Spoken Tutorial project has trained over 33 lakh
learners on various Open Source Softwares across India of which llakh are
from Kerala. Kerala has been a pioneer in adopting Open Source Software
platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board.
The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master
not just Linux but several more Open Source Softwares. These efforts are
resulting in large savings for government bodies and institutes. Further,
using technology to train students is the need of the hour, especially since
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However, lot of work is to be done to ensure that all the college

students in the state learn IT Skills so as to improve their exam

performance, obtain certificates and thus enhance their own employability'

Moreover, spreading of e-governance initiatives of various State

Departments also needs trained professionals at all levels, and the spoken

Tutorial IT training program can eminently fulfill this need'

In the circumstances, I urge your personal intervention to establish

suitable mechanisms within university departments and affiliated colleges'

leading to initiation of appropriate steps to make the youth of Kerala

second to none in IT competence" I also trust that the help' guidance and

commitment of Mr" Swapnil More and Ms' Sanchita Samant of Spoken

Tutorial, IIT Bombay, would be of great value to successfully implement

this project. 
r

W;th l:.t4ahd+'

Yours sincerelY,

faculty shortages are

accepted bY DePartment

Dr, M.C. DileePkumar,
Vice Chancellor,
Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit,
Kalady - 683 574.

seen everywhere. The project has also been

of Higher Education, Kerala'
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Dear Dv, l4o- thry** P' Ls as'L )

As you may be aware, Spoken Tutorial Project, sponsored by MHRD,

GoI, . and being implemented by IIT Bombay, has been under

implementation in Kerala since 2011, with an objective to inculcate

ITlSoftware skills through offline/online to the students in various

Universities, Institutes and Polytechnics. The Spoken Tutorial Kerala

Program Team is working from Mumbai with dedicated and committed

teachers, and staff on the ground here, thus making efforts for IT
empowerment of stakeholders all around. Government of India, through

the MHRD-led National Mission on Education through Information and

Communication Technology[NMEICT], is funding this initiative"

Till date, the Spoken Tutorial project has trained over 33 lakh

learners on various Open Source Softwares across India of which llakh are

from Kerala. Kerala has been a pioneer in adopting Open Source Software

platforms like Linux-Ubuntu in the governance functions across the board.

The Spoken Tutorial training method shows the way to learn and master

not just Linux but several more Open Source Softwares. These efforts are

resulting in large savings for government bodies and institutes. Further,

using technology to train students is the need of the hour, especially since
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faculty shortages are seen everywhere" The project has also been

accepted by Department of Higher Education' Kerala"

However, lot of work is to be done to ensure that all the college

students in the state learn IT skills so as to improve their exam

performance, obtain certificates and thus enhance their own employability'

Moreover, spreading of e-gOvernance initiatives of various State

Departments also needs trained professionals at all levels, and the Spoken

Tutorial IT training program can eminently fulfill this need"

Inthecircumstances,Iurgeyourpersonalinterventiontoestablish

suitabte mechanisms within university departments and affitiated colleges'

leading to initiation of appropriate steps to make the youth of Kerala

second to none in IT competence. I also trust that the help' guidance and

commitment of Mr. Swapnil More and Ms" Sanchita Samant of Spoken

Tutorial, IIT Bombay, would be of great value to successfully implement

this project.
.toih flE"nL,

Yours sincerelY,
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Justice
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Dr. Kuncheria P. Isaac,
Vice Chancellor,
Kerala Technological UniversitY,
CET CamPus,
ThiruvananthaPuram - 695 016'


